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ABSTRACT

Access ease, mobility, portability, and improved speed have continued to ease the adoption of computing devices; while, consequently proliferating phishing attacks. These, in turn, have created mixed feelings in increased adoption and nosedived users’ trust level of devices. The study recruited 480-students, who were exposed to socially-engineered attack directives. Attacks were designed to retrieve personal data and entice participants to access compromised links. We sought to determine the risks of cybercrimes among the undergraduates in selected Nigerian universities, observe students’ responses and explore their attitudes before/after each attack. Participants were primed to remain vigilant to all forms of scams as we sought to investigate attacks’ influence on gender, students’ status, and age to perceived safety on susceptibility to phishing. Results show that contrary to public beliefs, age, status, and gender were not among the factors associated with scam susceptibility and vulnerability rates of the participants. However, the study reports decreased user trust levels in the adoption of these new, mobile computing devices.
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1. INTRODUCTION

As more individuals become connected to the Internet via enabling devices/supports-it consequently, also opens up many of such persons on a larger scale, to avenues of exploitation that can be harnessed by adversaries via threats and cyber-attacks [1], [2]. The attacks reveal how vulnerable a device connected over the network is, with such attacks continually advanced via socially engineered. They are designed to exploit human errors and insatiable traits resulting from relationships and operations between connected users. Thus, adversaries will continue to exploit its weakest links such as relations and human errors. A reason why socially-engineered attacks will continue to rise [3], [4]. An adversary attempts to hack, distribute malware and steal victims' data via socially-engineered attacks (which include and are not limited to) phishing, vishing, and spam methods-their assertion of success rate is based on the target's judgment rather than the security measure in place over/on the victim's network [3], [5]. Thus, providing attackers with attractive entry point to the victims' compromised system and providing a pilot cum pivot point for attack spread cum propagation [4], [6].
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Socially-engineered attacks (e.g., spam) often involve harmless advertising via unsolicited emails/short message service (SMS) as network messages. They may contain viruses designed to retrieve a user’s personal data [7], [8]. The nature of spam is such that they are structured as a target mechanism for high-value victims and sent out to target high-volume unsuspecting victims besides distribution ease [9]. Spams are often seen as insignificant. Even with an estimated daily distribution of over 422 Billion and 612 Billion spam in 2021 [4], [10]. Spams consists over 85-percent of daily global data traffic, and is made possible via botnets that target potentially, vulnerable recipients due to ineffective anti-virus amongst other countermeasures [6], [9]–[12].

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1. Phishing attacks explained to users

Phishing can include the development of hacked websites, the purchase of email lists and botnets, and the spoofing of emails and SMS to trick an unwary victim into downloading dangerous content that appears to come from a legitimate and trustworthy source. A typical phishing attack consists of 3 elements: lure, hook, and catch. For example, a potential victim receives a lure message, which appears as originating from a genuine or legitimate source. Its dependability is improved by utilizing: i) the curiosity message contains compromised links to videos of recent news/events; ii) the fear message urges a user to validate their data due to an account breach; and iii) the empathy message impersonates a close associate in need of favor [13]–[17]. Kimpe et al. [18] lists spelling and design/format problems, monetary offers, and other as hallmarks of phishing attacks/attempt. They note that if a victim believes a message to be real, they are then persuaded to divulge personal data. Spammers use social manipulators like trusting of email source, implicating reciprocity (e.g., returning favors), or 'social proof' (i.e., others are participating), establishing a sense of scarcity, and invoking an authoritative source as means to ensure the success of the deception. The hook is the message's compromised link and/or attachment; while, the catch is the attacker's acquisition of the victim’s personal data alongside its usage. This may appear simple; but, the technique or procedure involved is constantly evolving to reflect new social trends occurring in the world [19], or methods for bypassing security protocols to evade detection [9]. The continued proliferation of the Internet has continued to allow these attacks to vary in their frequency and diversity, and so-enhancing the greater likelihood for these spammers to succeed [20].

2.2. Literature review: personality traits versus scams

Kahneman and Tversky [21] notes that in extenuating circumstances, decisions are often prejudiced and not purely logical. Thus, a scam is a masquerade used by an adversary to acquire important information or money from an unsuspecting victim. If the user does not accurately assess the risks due to specific biases, the response to the fraud becomes a judgment error. Scams will continue to thrive for these and other reasons since a certain percentage of individuals fall for them. As a result, scams give an attacker the opportunity to take a victim's data and/or obtain money directly from scam victims [22].

Scams are socially engineered to target certain human weaknesses. These include (but are not limited to) the drive for rapid gratification, the desire to help others, and the desire to be loved by spammers, implying that certain people have ‘victim personality features’ that make them more vulnerable to scams [23], [24]. Thus, a victim may be duped several times, and the lack of emotional control is a critical feat that makes one more susceptible cum prone to becoming a victim. In [25], scam victims reported the inability to resist persuasion, and the offers, they accepted. The study concludes that scams affect between 10 to 20% of the population. Some people become serial scam victims, falling for frauds over and over again.

2.3. Factors influencing scam susceptibility and vulnerability

Various researches today into cyber-security have begun to now investigate how the various aspects of psychology seek to compromise data over measures of Internet security. One such concern is that the internet may soon replace normal social activities as individuals now preoccupy themselves with social media as well as other Internet-enabled modes as they seek to compensate for loneliness and social seclusion. McCrea and John [26] as extended by Halevi et al. [27] employed the big five (5) personality traits to include: neuroticism, extroversion, openness, agreeableness, and consciousness as in section II.

Studies have examined the relations between personality traits, susceptibility, and scam- seeking the underlying feats of interest that aid to victim’s scam vulnerability. Enos et al. [28] note that victims with high scores on neuroticism had a worse probability of detecting lies-as they become more upset when/if lied to. Thus, they will rather believe people are truthful always (to avoid emotional pain). Parsons et al. [29] and Mayhorn et al. [30] advanced that premeditation was also linked to the ability to detect lies/fraud (for many users who sought to actively detect such offers). Their result, however-was divided on the feats that greatly
contributed to the personality traits responsible for scam susceptibility. While some studies agree that some persons can better detect lies/fraud [28], some other studies disagree with this fact [30], [31].

2.4. The university frontiers and experience

Undergraduates in Nigeria have become both phishing victims and perpetrators of socially engineered attacks. Nigeria has been plagued by a desire for quick money, which has resulted in a rash of fraudulent and unethical practices that have robbed the country’s youth of necessary changes and advancement. Fraud is a criminal crime that involves embezzlement and theft in which a criminal takes advantage of an unwitting victim (usually aimed at a financial transaction). Exchange of goods and services for gains or money delivery is known as a transaction [32]–[35]. With improvements in information and communication technology (ICT) demonstrating their potential to people all over the world, the multitude of attacks that exploit vulnerabilities of linked technologies has become a sine-qua-non impact. These take different shapes like deceptive things that appear to benefit the naïve victim but are actually intended to scam them [36]–[38].

Chanvarasuth [39] investigated the dangers that people face by comparing the efficiency of phishing and vishing approaches, utilizing a sample of 772-Thai undergrad students aged 18 to 23 years old. According to their findings, the phishing problem has a higher success rate than vishing. Other characteristics, such as gender, can influence the success rate of each approach. On the Android smartphone, Akazue et al. [33] introduced a client-trusted detection framework for e-banking that aimed to create a secure mobile banking platform and handle threats through transaction authenticity and message authorization. They focused on comparing the effectiveness of phishing and vishing in order to investigate threats faced by smartphone users. They surveyed 600 people in Nigeria’s South-South and South-East zones. Their findings suggest that phishing is more dangerous and has a greater success rate than vishing.

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS

3.1. Campus demographics/sample population

We selected total of four hundred and eighty (480) students as in Table 1. Students from the Southern region (i.e., South-East, South-West, and South-South geo-political zones) in Nigeria who were recruited for this study. Students were not selected from the Northern region due to the state of the insecurity, and kidnapping.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S/N</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Dependent variables</th>
<th>All participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>50.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>49.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Age</td>
<td>Under 21</td>
<td>21.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>21 to 25</td>
<td>34.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>26 and above</td>
<td>44.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Student status</td>
<td>Domestic</td>
<td>89.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>International</td>
<td>11.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Faculty</td>
<td>Science-Technology</td>
<td>40.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Environmental</td>
<td>15.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Medicine</td>
<td>12.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Others</td>
<td>32.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Year of study</td>
<td>1-Year</td>
<td>36.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2-Years</td>
<td>19.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3-Years</td>
<td>19.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4-Years and above</td>
<td>25.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2. Grouping the participants/data collection

For scam susceptibility, we adapt Broadhurst et al. [40] grouping participants into three (3) namely:

a. Generic

Here, the content of fake scams was not personally relevant to participants. It replicated mass real-world scams, which are typically sent to a large number of users with the expectation that a small number will fall victim. Its contents are broad and impersonal; and, applied to a large audience. Scams in this group were thus characterized by impersonal content with no personal relevance to participants [41].

b. Tailored

Contents of a scam related to a particular institution the target participant(s) is recruited from – since real-world scammers impersonate well-known institutions. Thus, we exploit known trustworthiness and legitimacy of known institutions (e.g. FUPRE) by scammers who wish to target persons associated with such
places. Such tailored scams are intended to replicate scammer impersonations. Participants’ connections to FUPRE (among other varsities) enabled this – so we can present contents that appeared to be originating from their varsity. Though, the mails were not specific to a user but tailored to the institution and provided a mid-point of specificity between generic and spear-phishing emails.

c. Spear-phishing

Here, scam content was personally relevant to the individual because spear phishers take a great deal of time and effort to understand their targets to maximize the perceived legitimacy of their mails. Such emails may thus be relevant and relate both to institutions as well as the individual's personal and social lives. Thus, we adopt highly targeted data relating directly to each individual as assessed from their registration records. To assess overall scam susceptibility, the total number of scams that deceived participants (also referred to as scam count) was counted. Additionally, to assess the participants’ susceptibility to a particular scam type, the number of scams fallen for at each specificity level was counted. It was assumed that falling for fake scams at a particular level reflected susceptibility to real-world scams at the same level. For example, a participant that falls only to a fake spear-phishing attack is presumed to be susceptible primarily to spear-phishing attacks in the real world. Similarly, participants who fell for both mass generic and spear-phishing attacks in the experiment were thought to be susceptible to both kinds of attacks in the real world. Higher scam counts indicated greater scam susceptibility [42]–[44].

3.3. Susceptibility threshold and framework

On social networks, participants create ties and patterns that bind them to such sites and other persons over the network. Thus, no matter how loosely bound, this provides an adversary with the requisite structure upon which they now introduce these attacks. This reflects how participants' interactions are influenced to click/open malicious content over the social site or otherwise [45]. Participants often vary in their willingness to risk opening emails from unknown sources—and thus, they will rather wait until close associates and confidants have done the same with such mails or social network sites. The measure of this willingness to adopt is termed threshold value for an actor [46], and is measured via Toivonen et al. [47], Haythornthwaite [48], and Gilbert and Karahalios [49] using the linear combiner in (1):

\[
FA_d = \frac{\Phi|\phi_i|P_i(\Phi)}{P_i(\Phi)} \geq \phi_i \Rightarrow i \in \Phi[0,1] \tag{1}
\]

Set \(\Phi[0,1]\) are participants exposed to the mail and who will consider clicking with little social manipulation like trusting the source of the mail. Thus, the threshold is collective behavior where a participant (in this study) for example, considers opening (or clicking) the mail sent to him or received from a source. A participant easily does so based on behavior of close friends (associates) or other participants in his/her immediate neighborhood. A participant with a low threshold is susceptible and will click to open any mail received from known associates with the blink of an eye before many other participants. Conversely, participants with a high threshold only click to open emails (even from known sources) after genuine inquiries and consciousness [45].

3.4. Procedure

The experiment last for nine (9) months and participants signed consent forms. Each participant's data was extracted from social media pages to create content for spear-phishing emails—providing data such as age, political leanings, social relations, religion, and club affiliations. From here, a tailored, personally relevant fake attack was created for each participant. For example, we retrieved a participant's data that he was a part of the FUPRE team that competed in the 2019/2020 industrial games. Many students wish to join the competition and it allowed us to impersonate the industrial-games organizers via spear-phishing. Sample email created for this (and other) participants as in Figures 1 to 3 respectively.

This email attempts to entice the participant to click on the link, which is a real scam situation—have been compromised. The content of all other spear-phishing emails was similar and varied based on the type of personal information available on the Internet. Due to i) the lack of social media presence and ii) restrictive privacy settings, personal data for all participants could not be acquired. Thus, we have specialized emails created only for participants with adequate amounts of online personal information (\(N=25\)).

3.5. The big-5 framework

Personality is a recurring pattern of how people react to stimuli in their surroundings and how they react to various events. A 5-D assessment that evaluates personality was developed by McCrea and John [26]. Halevi et al. [27] expanded it-stating that its purpose is to encapsulate personality into five unique
components that allow for the theoretical conception of people’s personalities. Thus, we use these dimensions namely:

a. Neuroticism is the tendency to experience negative feelings that include guilt, disgust, anger, fear, and sadness. A previous study indicates that a high neuroticism score indicates that a person is susceptible to irrational thoughts, is less able to control impulses, and does not handle stress well.

b. Conscientiousness: Persons with such quality display high self-control. They are more organized, strong-minded, purposeful, dependable, and hardworking. They also possess a high level of conscientiousness that may also manifest via over-working and compulsiveness about cleanliness.

c. Openness refers to a desire to explore new things. Openness scores indicate that people are more inventive and intellectually curious. They are more receptive to fresh and unusual ideas and views.

d. Agreeability: People who are agreeable are helpful, ready to assist others, and believe in reciprocity. Egocentric and competitive people have low agreeableness scores.

e. Extroverted persons are more friendly, and outgoing and interact more; while introverts are more reserved.

The most widely used measure is NEO-PI FFM test, which provides a quick, reliable, and accurate measure of a participants personality across 5-D. It captures common personality traits with a precise description. Its merits have been made for its integration into education [50], and employment [51]. It is considered superior and robust for understanding the relations between personality and various academic behaviors. This study sets to examine if this relation extends to network security, traits, and privacy behavior [27].

3.6. Social networking activities

The test participants were asked what kind of data they put on Facebook and Instagram, the frequency of postings, the amount of photographs they upload, and their privacy settings in order to correlate SN activity with personality factors. The poll relies on self-reported data, which is double-checked for correctness. Participants' personal information was gathered. Each element was given a value of one, and the variables were put together to form one 'social-network data'. Participants' log-values for several weekly posts and the aggregate quantity of photographs were collected as distinct values/accounts on their Facebook/Instagram pages. We compute updated variables via (2) [27]:

$$SN_{posts} = log_{10}(TotalEntry + 0.001)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)
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The total number of photographs was calculated using the same formula. Participants were asked questions about six different privacy settings options, including: i) posting to SN wall, ii) profile lookup, iii) friends request, iv) messaging, v) navigating their own and others’ walls, and vi) sharing and/or importing personal information into friends’ pages, in order to evaluate privacy settings. Each privacy setting element was given a value between ‘0’ (for nobody) and ‘3’ (to make an item available to all) for each entry inside. These numbers were then joined together to generate a total value for Facebook’s privacy settings. Overall participant’s data statistics are found in Table 2. We have that each participant’s page builds up with a friend and possible acquaintances connection-leading up to the personal network of such a participant, which in turn allows data such as photos, messages, and posts to be shared over such social networking sites. Dyads are all pairs of interactions to measure relations of $n$ participants with $m$ ties that result in an $m \times n$ binary matrix for a social connection. Thus, our participants’ page(s) are linked to persons who may or may not be a part of the experiment; and is thus, measured and denoted by $+D_i$ (for each participant)-which evaluates the value in the strength of the ties between all connections on such a participant’s page [45]. Conversely, $EL_i$ refers to minor shocks as well as influences that tip such participants to trust the mails as originating from a trusted source.

From Table 2, 4 to 22 percent of the participants do not post any data nor did they reply to or shared the messages, posts, and photos that appear on their social network pages. The study also observed that the privacy settings average was in the middle range of 10.3 out-of-40-where 0 is the most conservative.

### 3.7. Hypotheses

H$_1$: Some traits lead to high susceptibility and vulnerability rates, and allow participants to share private data online

H$_2$: Participant complacency with privacy settings on social media platforms-leaves them vulnerable as scam victims.

### 4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

#### 4.1. Data preparation and cleaning

Screening, cleaning, and subsequent analyses were done using the Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS v24). The dataset was examined for out-of-range and missing values as well as for adherence to the assumption of Chi-Square and analysis of variance. All data were within range-though, some of the missing values were found in the questions about students and residential status; But they did not impact the result of the study. Also, visual inspection of charts revealed approximately normal distribution for all relevant variables, and skewness and kurtosis statistics revealed no significant violations of normality for any relevant demographic variable.

#### 4.2. Resultant hypothesis

Study seeks to find the probability distribution, and resultant correlation for the stated hypothesis.

H$_1$: Some traits lead to higher susceptibility and allow such participants to share more private data online.

Evaluating H$_1$ whether some personality traits lead to a higher susceptibility with increasingly tailored and spear-phishing mails to participants, we use Wilcoxon signed-rank test as in Figures 4 to 6 respectively. The results therein, revealed no significant differences in scam susceptibility between generic and tailored scams ($Z=-0.546, p=0.585$), tailored and spear phish scams ($Z=0.000, p=1.000$), or generic and spear phish scams ($Z=-0.646, p=0.518$). Thus, the hypothesis was not supported. Going further, we sought to assess whether the rate of these participants’ susceptibility to scams, was associated with gender, age, and students’ status—we employ fisher’s exact test as shown in Figures 4 to 6 respectively, with $p=0.57$. Result shows there are no significant differences in gender and other traits, as being reason for their susceptibility and vulnerability to scams.

H$_2$: Participants’ complacency with privacy settings over social media platforms-leaving them vulnerable as victims of the scam.
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The overall result shows that there appeared to be no trend in the relation between the scam-type employed (i.e., generic, tailored, and spear-phishing) and participant cum victim susceptibility or vulnerability. Participants were most susceptible to a scam with the heading “Mailbox Full”, “Update Mailbox” and “Update Mailbox Capacity” which are generic scams. We also notice that many participants were also susceptible to the “Semester Result”, which were scams tailored to participants’ institution of study as seen in Figures 7 and 8 respectively. The pie chart in Figure 9 shows the percentage of the participants who fell for each scam.

Figure 4. Scam count by gender

Figure 5. Scam count: students’ status/year of study

Figure 6. Scam count by students’ age

Figure 7. Participants who fell for generic scam

Figure 8. Participants who fell for tailor-scam
4.3. Discussion of findings

This study was designed to assess the rate of susceptibility and vulnerability among undergraduates in selected universities in Nigeria. At the heart of this study, was the interest in how to scam type and campus demographics influenced susceptibility and vulnerability rates among students. Though, relevant literature(s) suggests that scam susceptibility may be influenced by the level of specificity in a scam. That is, individuals may be more likely to be deceived by scams, tailored to their circumstances (spear-phishing) compared to those with generic content (phishing). Also, other variables have been flagged as potential contributors to scam susceptibility (including and not limited to) gender, age, and status. Broadhurst et al. [40] agree with these and state that besides these, other variables including the level of cybercrime awareness, IT competence, and gender are also flagged as potential contributors therein. To explore these possibilities, participants were exposed to social engineering directives in the form of fake email attacks that attempted to either elicit personal data from participants or compel them to click links that could contain malware in the real world. In addition, to determine these participants’ rate of susceptibility to tailored and spear-phishing attacks-rather than generic attacks, email content was engineered to replicate these three (3) scams types (generic, tailored, and spear phising) with the concept of lure, hook and capture. These scam types differed in their level of personal relevance (specificity) to each of the participants.

Results revealed no relations between scam type(s) and participants’ susceptibility cum vulnerability to these scam types as participants were not found to be more susceptible to spear-phishing attacks when compared to generic and tailored attacks. However, email content that deceived most participants also provides insight into the types of scams that may succeed. The most successful attack related to these participants’ updated mailbox. This email was urgent and was sent during the FUPRE First and Second Semester Examinations for the 2019/2020 Academic Session. With these, we can proffer three (3) likely explanations for its success namely: i) that due to the upcoming exams, portal information as regularly sent to the students’ mailbox gave this mail high relevance to participants’ circumstances at the time, ii) Exams are of critical matter and nature to all participants and thus, became a panacea for the increased susceptibility, and iii) Exams generally instill fear in students (cum participants)-and this mail detailed an urgent requirement for participants to take action and ensure that with the receipt of the mails therein, they are aware of the when and where their exams were to take place. These among others, we posit are reasons that may have compelled participants to click on the link.

5. CONCLUSION

We believe in general that the success of a fake scam can be richly attributed to a combination of personal relevance and fear. Broadly, this indicates that individuals in the real world may be more susceptible to scams that tap into salient life circumstances and instill a sense of fear and urgency. The ever-increasing magnitude and impact of phishing have necessitated studies on minimizing attacks among students and the broader public. Also, understanding factors that influence susceptibility will help users to protect themselves against phishing and other forms of cybercrime. Also, tackling the many complex events linked to ‘cybercrime’ requires effective training and campaign among undergraduates and the general public as well as require methods of attaining knowledge via processes that sought to explore ways to observe victimization in a real-world setting.

Figure 9. Percentage of participants who fell for each scam

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scam Type</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generic</td>
<td>443</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tailored</td>
<td>372</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spear-Phish</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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